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Abstract

We introduce the notion of the projective linking number LinkP(Γ, Z)
of a compact oriented real submanifold Γ of dimension 2p − 1 in com-
plex projective n-space Pn with an algebraic subvariety Z ⊂ Pn − Γ of
codimension p. This notion is related to projective winding numbers and
quasi-plurisubharmonic functions, and it generalizes directly from Pn to
any projective manifold. Part 1 of this paper establishes the following
result for the case p = 1. Let Γ be an oriented, stable, real analytic curve
in Pn. Then

Γ is the boundary of a positive holomorphic 1-chain of mass ≤ Λ in Pn if

and only if L̃inkP(Γ, Z) ≥ −Λ for all algebraic hypersurfaces Z ⊂ Pn −Γ.

where L̃inkP(Γ, Z) = LinkP(Γ, Z)/deg(Z). An analogous theorem is im-
plied in any projective manifold. Part 2 of this paper studies similar
results for p > 1.
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1. Introduction

In 1998 Herb Alexander and John Wermer published the following result [AW2].THEOREM (Alexander-Wermer). Let Γ be a compact oriented smooth submanifold of
dimension 2p− 1 in Cn. Then Γ bounds a positive holomorphic p-chain in Cn if and only
if the linking number

Link(Γ, Z) ≥ 0

for all canonically oriented algebraic subvarieties Z of codimension p in Cn − Γ.

The linking number is an integer-valued topological invariant defined by the inter-
section Link(Γ, Z) ≡ N • Z with any 2p-chain N having ∂N = Γ in Cn. (See §3.) A
positive holomorphic p-chain is a finite sum of canonically oriented complex subvari-
eties of dimension p and finite volume in Cn − Γ. (See Definition 5.1). Here the notion of
boundary is taken in the sense of currents, i.e., Stokes’ Theorem is satisfied. However, for
smooth Γ there is boundary regularity almost everywhere, and if Γ is real analytic, one
has complete boundary regularity. (See HL1].)

The main point of this paper is to formulate and prove an analogue of the Alexander-
Wermer Theorem for oriented (not necessarily connected) curves in a projective manifold.
In the sequel we shall study the corresponding result for submanifolds of any odd dimension.

Before stating the main result we remark that a key ingredient in the proof of the
Alexander-Wermer Theorem is the following classical theorem and its generalizations [W1].THEOREM (Wermer) . Let Γ ⊂ Cn be a compact real analytic curve and denote by

Γ̂poly = {z ∈ Cn : |p(z)| ≤ sup
Γ

|p| for all polynomials p}.

its polynomial hull. Then Γ̂poly − Γ is a one-dimensional complex analytic subvariety of
Cn − Γ.

For compact subsets K of complex projective n-space Pn, the authors recently intro-
duced the notion of the projective hull

K̂proj = {z ∈ Pn : ∃C s.t. ‖σz‖ ≤ Cd sup
K

‖σ‖ ∀σ ∈ H0(Pn,O(d)), d > 0}

and defined K to be stable if the constant C can be chosen independently of the point
z ∈ K̂proj. A number of basic properties of K̂proj were established in [HL5]), and the
following analogue of Wermer’s Theorem was proved in [HLW].THEOREM (Harvey-Lawson-Wermer). Let Γ ⊂ Pn be a stable real analytic curve. Then

Γ̂proj − Γ is a one-dimensional complex analytic subvariety of Pn − Γ.

It is interesting to note that while Wermer’s Theorem holds for curves with only weak
differentiability properties (see [AW1] or [DL] for an account), its projective analogue fails
even for C∞-curves. On the other hand there is much evidence for the following.CONJECTURE A. Every real analytic curve in Pn is stable.
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This brings us to the notion of projective linking numbers. Suppose that Γ ⊂ Pn

is a compact oriented smooth curve, and let Z ⊂ Pn − Γ be an algebraic subvariety of
codimension 1. The projective linking number of Γ with Z is defined to be

LinkP(Γ, V ) ≡ N • Z − deg(Z)

∫

N

ω

where ω is the standard Kähler form on Pn and N is any integral 2-chain with ∂N = Γ in
Pn. Here Z is given the canonical orientation, and • : H2(P

n, Γ)×H2n−2(P
n −Γ) → Z is

the topologically defined intersection pairing. This definition is independent of the choice
of N . (See §3.) The associated reduced linking number is defined to be

L̃inkP(Γ, Z) ≡
1

deg(Z)
LinkP(Γ, Z)

The basic result proved here is the following.THEOREM 6.1. Let Γ be a oriented stable real analytic curve in Pn with a positive integer
multiplicity on each component. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) Γ is the boundary of a positive holomorphic 1-chain of mass ≤ Λ in Pn.

(ii) L̃inkP(Γ, Z) ≥ −Λ for all algebraic hypersurfaces Z in Pn − M .

If Γ bounds any positive holomorphic 1-chain, then there is a unique such chain T0

of least mass. (All others are obtained by adding algebraic 1-cycles to T0.) Note that
Λ0 ≡ M(T0) is the smallest positive number such that (ii) holds.COROLLARY 6.8. Let Γ be as in Theorem 6.1 and suppose T is a positive holomorphic
1-chain with dT = Γ. Then T is the unique holomorphic chain of least mass with dT = Γ
if and only if

inf
Z

{
T • Z

degZ

}
= 0

where the infimum is taken over all algebraic hypersurfaces in the complement Pn − Γ.

Condition (ii) in Theorem 6.1 has several equivalent formulations. The first is in
terms of projective winding numbers. Given a holomorphic section σ ∈ H0(Pn,O(d)), the
projective winding number of σ on Γ is defined as the integral

WindP(Γ, σ) ≡

∫

Γ

dC log‖σ‖,

and we set

W̃indP(Γ, σ) ≡
1

d
WindP(Γ, σ)

Another formulation involves the cone PSHω(Pn) of quasi-plurisubharmonic func-
tions. These are the upper semi-continuous functions f : Pn → [−∞,∞) for which
ddCf + ω is a positive (1,1)-current on Pn.
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Let Γ be an oriented smooth curve in Pn with a positive integer multi-
plicity on each component. Then for any Λ > 0 the following are equivalent:

(ii) L̃inkP(Γ, Z) ≥ −Λ for all algebraic hypersurfaces Z ⊂ Pn − Γ.

(iii) W̃indP(Γ, σ) ≥ −Λ for all holomorphic sections σ of O(d), and all d > 0.

(iv)
∫
Γ

dCu ≥ −Λ for all u ∈ PSHω(Pn).

Any smooth curve Γ in Pn lies in some affine chart Cn ⊂ Pn, and it is natural to ask
for a reformulation of condition (ii) in terms of the conventional linking numbers of Γ with
algebraic hypersurfaces in that chart. This is done explicitly in Theorem 6.6.

The results above extend to any projective manifold X . Given a very ample hermi-
tian line bundle λ on X there are intrinsically defined λ-linking numbers Linkλ(Γ, Z), λ-
winding numbers Windλ(Γ, σ) for s ∈ H0(X, λd), and ω = c1(λ)-quasi-plurisubharmonic
functions PSHω(X). With these notions, Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 6.1 carry over to
X . This is done in section 7.

Theorem 6.1 leads to the following interesting result.THEOREM 8.1. Let γ ⊂ Pn be a finite disjoint union of real analytic curves and assume
γ is stable. Then a class τ ∈ H2(P

n, γ;Z) is represented by a positive holomorphic chain
with boundary on γ if and only if

τ • u ≥ 0

for all u ∈ H2n−2(P
n − γ;Z) represented by positive algebraic hypersurfaces in Pn − γ.

This result expands to a duality between the cones of relative and absolute classes
which are representable by positive holomorphic chains [HL8].

The arguments given in §6 show that there is even more evidence for the following.CONJECTURE B. Every oriented real analytic curve in Pn which satisfies the equivalent
conditions of Proposition 5.2 is stable.

In Part II of this paper we prove that if Conjecture B holds for curves in P2, then all
the results above continue to hold for real analytic Γ of any odd dimension 2p − 1. (No
stability hypothesis is needed.)REMARK . There are several quite different characterizations of the boundaries of general
(i.e., not necessarily positive ) holomorphic chains in projective and certain quasi-projective
manifolds. See, for example, [Do], [DH1,2], and [HL2,4].NOTE . To keep formulas simple throughout the paper we adopt the convention that

dC =
i

2π
(∂ − ∂)
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2. Projective Hulls

In this section we recall the definition and basic properties of the projective hull
introduced in [HL5]. This material is not really necessary for reading the rest of the paper.

Let O(1) → Pn denote the holomorphic line bundle of Chern class 1 endowed with the
standard unitary-invariant metric, and let O(d) be its dth tensor power with the induced
tensor product metric.DEFINITION 2.1. Let K ⊂ Pn be a compact subset of complex projective n-space. A point
x ∈ Pn belongs to the projective hull of K if there exists a constant C = C(x) such that

‖σ(x)‖ ≤ Cd sup
K

‖σ‖ (2.1)

for all global sections σ ∈ H0(Pn,O(d)) and all d > 0. This set of points is denoted K̂.

The set K̂ is independent of the choice of metric on O(1).
The projective hull possesses interesting properties. It and its generalizations function

in projective and Káhler manifolds much as the polynomial hull and its generalizations
function in affine and Stein manifolds. The following were established in [HL5]:

(1) If Y ⊂ Pn is an algebraic subvariety and K ⊂ Y , then K̂ ⊂ Y . That is, K̂ is contained
in the Zariski closure of K. Furthermore, if Y ⊂ Pn is a projective manifold and
λ = O(1)

∣∣
Y

, the λ-projective hull of K ⊂ Y , defined as in (2.1) with O(1) replaced

by λ, agrees with K̂. The same is true of λk for any k.

(2) If K is contained in an affine open subset Ω ⊂ Pn, then (K̂)poly,Ω ⊆ K̂.

(3) If K = ∂C, where C is a holomorphic curve with boundary in Pn, then C ⊆ K̂.

(4) {K̂}− − K satisfies the maximum modulus principle for holomorphic functions on

open subsets of Pn − K. ({K̂}− denotes the closure of K̂.)

(5) {K̂}− −K is 1-pseudoconcave in the sense of [DL]. In particular, for any open subset

U ⊂ Pn − K, if the Hausdorff 2-measure H2(K̂ ∩ U) < ∞, then K̂ ∩ U is a complex
analytic subvariety of dimension 1 in U .

(6) If K is a real analytic curve, then the Hausdorff dimension of K̂ is 2.

(7) K̂ is pluripolar if and only if K is pluripolar. 1 Thus there exist smooth closed curves

Γ ⊂ P2 with Γ̂ = P2. However, real analytic curves are always pluripolar.

The projective hull has simple characterizations in both affine and homogeneous co-
ordinates. For example, if π : Cn+1 − {0} −→ Pn is the standard projection, and we set
S(K) ≡ π−1(K) ∩ S2n+1, then

K̂ = π

{
Ŝ(K)poly − {0}

}
.

1 A set K is pluripolar if it is locally contained in the −∞ set of a plurisubharmonic
function.
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where Ŝ(K)poly is the polynomial hull of S(K) in Cn+1.

There is also a best constant function C : K̂ → R+ defined at x to be the least
C = C(x) for which the defining property (2.1) holds. For x ∈ K̂, the set π−1(x)∩Ŝ(K)poly

is a disk of radius ρ(x) = 1/C(x). One deduces that K̂ is compact if C is bounded.DEFINITION 2.2. A compact subset K ⊂ Pn is called stable if C : K̂ → R+ is bounded.

Combining a classical argument of E. Bishop with (5) and (6) above gives the following.THEOREM 2.3. [HLW]. Let Γ ⊂ Pn be a compact stable real analytic curve (not necessarily

connected). Then Γ̂ − Γ is a one-dimensional complex analytic subvariety of Pn − Γ.

As mentioned in the introduction, there is much evidence for the conjecture that any
compact real analytic curve in Pn is stable, and therefore the stability hypothesis could
be removed from Theorem 2.3. Interestingly, the conclusion of Theorem 2.3 fails to hold
in general for smooth curves (see [HL5, §4]), but may hold for smooth curves which are
pluripolar or, say, quasi-analytic.REMARK 2.4. The close parallel between polynomial and projective hulls is signaled by the
existence of a projective Gelfand transformation, whose relation to the classical Gelfand
transform is analogous to the relation between Proj of a graded ring and Spec of a ring
in modern algebraic geometry. To any Banach graded algebra A∗ =

⊕
d≥0 Ad (a normed

graded algebra which is a direct sum of Banach spaces) one can associate a topological
space XA∗

and a hermitian line bundle λA∗
→ XA∗

with the property that A∗ embeds as
a closed subalgebra

A∗ ⊆
⊕

d≥0

Γcont(XA∗
, λd

A∗
)

of the algebra of continuous sections of powers of λ with the sup-norm. When K ⊂ Pn is
a compact subset and Ad = H0(Pn,O(d))

∣∣
K

with the sup-norm on K, there is a natual
homeomorphism

K̂ ∼= XA∗
and O(1) ∼= λA∗

.

This parallels the affine case where, for a compact subset K ⊂ Cn, the Gelfand spectrum
of the closure of the polynomials on K in the sup-norm corresponds to the polynomial hull
of K.

Furthermore, when A∗ is finitely generated, the space XA∗
can be realized, essentially

uniquely, by a subset XA∗
⊂ Pn with λA∗

∼= O(1) and

X̂A∗
= XA∗

.

This parallels the classical correspondence between finitely generated Banach algebras and
polynomially convex subsets of Cn. Details are given in [HL5].
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3. Projective Linking and Projective Winding Numbers

In this section we introduce the notion of projective linking numbers and projective
winding numbers for oriented curves in Pn.

Let M = M2p−1 ⊂ Pn be a compact oriented submanifold of dimension 2p − 1, and
recall the intersection pairing

• : H2p(P
n, M ;Z) × H2(n−p)(P

n − M ;Z) −→ Z (3.1)

which under Alexander Duality corresponds to the Kronecker pairing:

κ : H2(n−p)(Pn − M ;Z) × H2(n−p)(P
n − M ;Z) −→ Z.

When homology classes are represented by cycles which intersect transversally in regular
points, the map (3.1) is given by the usual algebraic intersection number.DEFINITION 3.1. Fix M as above and let Z ⊂ Pn − M be an algebraic subvariety of
dimension n − p. Then the projective linking number of M and Z is defined as follows.
Choose a 2p-chain N in Pn with dN = M and set:

LinkP(M, Z) ≡ N • Z − deg(Z)

∫

N

ωp (3.2)

where ω is the standard Kähler form on Pn. This definition extends by linearity to algebraic
(n − p)-cycles Z =

∑
j njZj supported in Pn − M .LEMMA 3.2. The linking number LinkP(M, Z) is independent of the choice of the cobound-

ing chain N .

Proof. Let N ′ be another choice and set W = N − N ′. Then dW = 0 and

W • Z − deg(Z)

∫

W

ωp = deg(W ) · deg(Z) − deg(Z) · deg(W ) = 0.

For now we shall be concerned with the case p = 1. Here there is a naturally related
notion of projective winding number defined as follows.DEFINITION 3.3. Suppose Γ ⊂ Pn is a smooth closed oriented curve, and let σ be a
holomorphic section of O(ℓ) over Pn which does not vanish on Γ. Then the projective
winding number of σ on Γ is defined to be

WindP(Γ, σ) ≡

∫

Γ

dC log‖σ‖ (3.3)PROPOSITION 3.4. Let Γ and σ be as in Definition 3.3, and let Z be the divisor of σ. Then

WindP(Γ, σ) = LinkP(Γ, Z)
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Proof. We recall the fundamental formula

ddC log‖σ‖ = Z − ℓω (3.4)

which follows by writing ‖σ‖ = ρ|σ| in a local holomorphic trivialization of O(ℓ) and apply-
ing the Chern and Poincaré-Lelong formulas: ddC logρ = −ℓω and ddC log|σ| = Div(σ) = Z.
We now write Γ = ∂N for a rectifiable 2-current N in Pn and note that

∫

Γ

dC log‖σ‖ =

∫

N

ddC log‖σ‖ = N • Z − deg(Z)

∫

N

ω

by formula (3.4).

It will be useful in what follows to normalize these linking numbers.DEFINITION 3.5. For Γ and Z as above, we define the reduced projective linking number
to be

L̃inkP(Γ, Z) ≡
1

deg(Z)
LinkP(Γ, Z)

and the reduced projective winding number to be W̃indP(Γ, Z) ≡ WindP(Γ, Z)/deg(Z).

Note that if Z = Div(σ) for σ ∈ H0(Pn,O(ℓ)), then by Proposition 3.4 we have

L̃inkP(Γ, Z) =

∫

Γ

dC log‖σ‖
1

ℓ (3.5)REMARK 3.6. (The relation to affine linking numbers.) Note that a smooth curve
Γ ⊂ Pn does not meet the generic hyperplane Pn−1 and is therefore contained in the affine
chart Cn = Pn − Pn−1. Let N be an integral 2-chain with support in Cn and dN = Γ.
Then

LinkP(Γ,Pn−1) = N • Pn−1 −

∫

N

ω = −

∫

N

ω, (3.6)

and for any divisor Z of degree ℓ which does not meet Γ we have

LinkP(Γ, Z) − LinkP(Γ, ℓPn−1) = N • Z = LinkCn(Γ, Z),

the classical linking number of Γ and Z.REMARK 3.7. (The relation to sparks and differential characters.) The deRham-
Federer approach to differential characters (cf. [GS], [Ha], [HLZ]) is built on objects called
sparks. These are generalized differential forms (or currents) α which satisfy the equation

dα = R − φ

where R is rectifiable and φ is smooth. By (3.4) the generalized 1-form dC log‖σ‖ is such
a creature. Its associated Cheeger-Simons character [α] : Z1(P

n) −→ R/Z on smooth
1-cycles is defined by the formula

[α](Γ) ≡

∫

N

ℓω (mod Z)
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where N is a 2-chain with dN = Γ. Thus we see that the “correction term” in the projective
linking number is the value of a secondary invariant related to differential characters.REMARK 3.8. Note that by (3.4) the function u ≡ log‖σ‖

1

ℓ which appears in (3.5) has the
property that

ddCu + ω =
1

ℓ
Z ≥ 0 (3.7)

by the fundamental equation (3.4). This leads us naturally to the next section.

4. Quasi-plurisubharmonic Functions

The following concept, due to Demailly [D1] and developed systematically by Guedj
and Zeriahi [GZ], is central to the study of projective hulls, and it is intimately related to
projective linking numbers.DEFINITION 4.1. An upper semi-continuous function u : X −→ [−∞,∞) on a Kähler
manifold (X, ω) is quasi-plurisubharmonic (or ω-quasi-plurisubharmonic) if u 6≡ −∞ and

ddCu + ω ≥ 0 on X. (4.1)

The convex set of all such functions on X will be denoted by PSHω(X).

These functions enjoy many of the properties of classical plurisubharmonic functions
and play an important role in understanding various capacities in projective space (cf.
[GZ]). One of the appealing geometric properties of this class is the following. Suppose ω
is the curvature form of a holomorphic line bundle λ → X with hermitian metric g. Then
a smooth function u : X → R is quasi-plurisubharmonic iff the hermitian metric eug has
curvature ≥ 0 on X .

The quasi-plurisubharmonic functions are directly relevant to projective hulls, as the
next result shows (cf. [GZ, Pf. of Thm. 4.2] and Theorem 5.3 below).THEOREM 4.2. Let ω denote the standard Kähler form on Pn. Then the projective hull K̂
of a compact subset K ⊂ Pn, is exactly the subset of points x ∈ Pn for which there exists
a constant Λ = Λ(x) with

u(x) ≤ sup
K

u + Λ for all u ∈ PSHω(X) (4.2)

This enables one to generalize the notion of projective hull from projective algebraic
manifolds to general Kähler manifolds.

Note that the least constant Λ(x) for which (4.2) holds is exactly Λ(x) = logC(x)
where C(x) is the best constant function discussed in §2.

By considering functions of the form u = log{‖σ‖
1

d } for sections σ ∈ H0(Pn,O(d)),
one immediatly sees the necessity of the condition in Theorem 4.2. Sufficiency follows from
the fact that such functions are the extreme points of the cone PSHω(Pn).

One importance of quasi-plurisubharmonic functions is that they enable us to establish
Poisson-Jensen measures for points in K̂, [HL5, Thm. 11.1].
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5. Boundaries of Positive Holomorphic Chains.

Let Γ be a smooth oriented closed curve in Pn. We recall that (even if Γ is only class
C1) any irreducible complex analytic subvariety V ⊂ Pn − Γ of dimension one has finite
Hausdorff 2-measure and defines a current [V ] of dimension 2 in Pn by integration on the
canonically oriented manifold of regular points. This current satisfies d[V ] = 0 in P − Γ.
(See [H] for example.)DEFINITION 5.1. By a positive holomorphic 1-chain with boundary Γ we mean a finite sum
T =

∑
k nk[Vk] where each nk ∈ Z+ and each Vk ⊂ Pn − Γ is an irreducible subvariety of

dimension 1, so that
dT = Γ (as currents on Pn)

We shall be interested in conditions on Γ which are necessary and sufficient for it to
be such a boundary.PROPOSITION 5.2. Let Γ ⊂ Pn be a smooth oriented closed curve (not necessarily con-
nected) with a positive integer multiplicity on each component. Then the following are
equivalent.

(1) L̃ink(Γ, Z) ≥ −Λ for all algebraic hypersurfaces Z ⊂ Pn − Γ.

(2) W̃ind(Γ, σ) ≥ −Λ for all σ ∈ H0(Pn,O(ℓ)), ℓ > 0, with no zeros on Γ.

(3)
∫
Γ

dCu ≥ −Λ for all u ∈ PSHω(Pn).

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is follows immediately from Proposition 3.4. That
(3) ⇒ (1) follows from (3.5) and (3.7). To see that (1) ⇒ (3) we use the following non-trivial
fact due essentially to Demailly [D2], [G].PROPOSITION 5.3. The functions of the form log(‖σ‖

1

ℓ ) for σ ∈ H0(Pn,O(ℓ)), ℓ > 0, are
weakly dense in PSHω(Pn) modulo the constant functions.

Proof. Fix u ∈ PSHω(Pn) and consider the positive (1,1)-current T ≡ ddCu + ω. By
[D2], [G, Thm. 0.1], there exist sequences σj ∈ H0(Pn,O(ℓj)) and Nj ∈ R+, j = 1, 2, 3, ...
such that

T = lim
j→∞

1

Nj

Div(σj) = lim
j→∞

ℓj

Nj

{
ddC log

(
‖σj‖

1

ℓj

)
+ ω

}
. (5.1)

Since T (ωn−1) =
∫
Pn(ddCu∧ωn−1 + ωn) =

∫
Pn ωn = 1 = limj→∞ ℓj/Nj by (5.1), we may

assume that Nj = ℓj for all j. Therefore, setting uj = ddC log‖σj‖
1

ℓj , we have by (5.1)
that limj ddCuj = ddCu and, in particular, limj ∆uj = ∆u. Renormalizing each uj by an
additive constant, we may also assume that limj

∫
uj =

∫
u.

Recall the formula Id = H +G◦∆ on C∞(X) where H is harmonic projection and G
is the Green’s function. This decomposition carries over to distributions D′(X) by adjoint.
It follows that uj −

∫
uj = G(∆uj) → G(∆u) = u −

∫
u and so uj → u as claimed.THEOREM 5.4. Let Γ be as above. Suppose Γ = dT where T is a positive holomorphic

chain with mass M(T ) ≤ Λ. Then Γ satisfies the equivalent conditions (1), (2), (3) of
Proposition 5.2.
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Proof. Suppose u ∈ PSHω(Pn). Since ddCu + ω ≥ 0, we have

∫

Γ

dCu =

∫

dT

dCu = T (ddCu) = T (ddCu + ω) − T (ω) ≥ −T (ω) = −M(T ) ≥ −Λ

as asserted.

6. The Projective Alexander-Wermer Theorem for Curves.

We now examine the question of whether the equivalent necessary conditions, given
in Theorem 5.4 are in fact sufficient.THEOREM 6.1. Let Γ ⊂ Pn be an embedded, oriented, real analytic closed curve, not
necessarily connected and with a positive integer multiplicity on each component. Suppose
the underlying curve supp (Γ) is stable. If Γ satisfies the equivalent conditions (1), (2),
(3) of Proposition 5.2, then there exists a positive holomorphic 1-chain T in Pn with
M(T ) ≤ Λ such that

dT = Γ.NOTE. When it is clear from context, we also use Γ to denote the underlying curve supp Γ.

Proof. Fix a compact set K ⊂ Pn and consider the sets

CK ≡ {ddCT : T ∈ P1,1, M(T ) ≤ 1 and supp T ⊂ K}

SK ≡ {u ∈ C∞(Pn) : ddCu + ω ≥ 0 on K}

where P1,1 ⊂ E2(P
n) denotes the convex cone of positive currents of bidimension (1,1) on

Pn. Note that CK is a weakly closed, convex subset which contains 0 (since the set of
T ∈ P1,1 with M(T ) ≤ 1 and supp T ⊂ K is weakly compact).

Suppose that K is a weakly closed convex subset containing 0 in a topological vector
space V . Then the polar of K is defined to be the subset of the dual space given by

K0 ≡ {L ∈ V ′ : (L, v) ≥ −1 for v ∈ K}.

Similarly given a subset L ⊂ V ′ we define

L0 ≡ {v ∈ V : (L, v) ≥ −1 for L ∈ L}.

The Bipolar Theorem [S] states that

(K0)0 = K.PROPOSITION 6.2.
SK = (CK)0

Proof. Suppose that u ∈ C∞(Pn) satisfies

u(ddCT ) = T (ddCu) ≥ −1 (6.1)
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for all T ∈ P1,1 with M(T ) ≤ 1 and supp T ⊂ K. Consider T = δxξ where x ∈ K and ξ
is a positive (1,1)-vector at x with mass-norm ‖ξ‖ = 1. Then

T (ddCu) = (ddCu)(ξ) = (ddCu + ω)(ξ) − 1 ≥ −1

by (6.1), and so u ∈ SK . This proves that (CK)0 ⊂ SK .
For the converse, let u ∈ SK and fix T ∈ P1,1 with M(T ) ≤ 1 and supp T ⊂ K. Then

(ddCT )(u) = T (ddCu) = T (ddCu + ω) − T (ω) ≥ T (ω) = −M(T ) ≥ −1,

and so u ∈ (CK)0.

As an immediate consequence we have the following. If we set

Λ · SK ≡ {ddCT : T ∈ P1,1,M(T ) ≤ Λ and supp T ⊂ K}, then

(Λ · SK)0 = {u ∈ C∞(Pn) : ddCu + 1
Λω ≥ 0 on K}

(6.2)

Recall from §4 that for each Λ ∈ R we have the compact set

Γ̂(Λ) = {x ∈ Pn : u(x) ≤ sup
Γ

u + Λ ∀u ∈ PSHω(Pn)}

and that Γ̂ =
⋃

Λ Γ̂(Λ). The following lemma is established in [HL5, 18.7].LEMMA 6.3. Let u be a C∞ function which is defined and quasi-plurisubharmonic on a
neighborhood of {Γ̂}−. Fix Λ > 0. Then there is a C∞ function ũ which is defined and

quasi-plurisubharmonic on all of Pn and agrees with u on a neighborhood of Γ̂(Λ).

Here {Γ̂}− denotes the closure of Γ̂. By our stability assumption, Γ̂ = Γ̂(Λ) for some

Λ, and therefore Γ̂ = {Γ̂}−. However, we shall keep the notation {Γ̂}−, when appropriate,
in order to prove the more general result mentioned in Remark 6.5 below.

The lemma above leads to the following.PROPOSITION 6.4. If Γ satisfies condition (3) in Proposition 5.2, that is, if

(−dCΓ)(u) =

∫

Γ

dCu ≥ −Λ

for all u ∈ PSHω(Pn), then there exists T ∈ P1,1 with M(T ) ≤ Λ and supp T ⊂ {Γ̂}−,
such that

ddCT = −dCΓ (6.3)

Proof. If this is not true, then it must fail on some compact neighborhood K of {Γ̂}−.
(Otherwise, there exists a sequence of positive currents {Tj}j , satisfying (6.3), with M(Tj) ≤

Λ and supp Tj ⊂ Kj where Kj are compact neighborhoods squeezing down to {Γ̂}−. By
the standard compactness theorem for positive currents, there would then be a convergent
subsequence whose limit T would satisfy the conclusion of Proposition 6.4.)
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By (6.2) and the Bipolar Theorem, we then conclude that there is a smooth function
u which is quasi-plurisubharmonic on K with −dCΓ(u) < −Λ. Applying Lemma 6.3
contradicts the hypothesis.

Now let T be the current given by Proposition 6.4. Let V denote the projective hull
of Γ and recall from [HLW, Theorem 4.1] that V has the following strong regularity. There
exists a Riemann surface S with finitely many components, a compact region W ⊂ S with
real analytic boundary, and a holomorphic map ρ : S → Pn which is generically injective
and satisfies

(1) ρ(W ) = V ,

(2) ρ is an embedding on a tubular neighborhood of ∂W in S, and

(3) ρ(∂W ) is a union of components of the support of Γ.

Let Σ denote an ǫ-tubular neighborhood of ∂W on S (with respect to some analytic
metric), with ǫ chosen so that

(4) ρ is injective on Σ.

(5) ρ(∂+Σ) ∩ V = ∅ where ∂+Σ denotes the “outer” boundary of Σ, i.e. the union of
components of ∂Σ not contained in W .

Write Σ = Σ+∪∂W ∪Σ− where Σ+ denotes the union of components of Σ−∂W which
are not contained in W . Then we have d[Σ+] = [∂+Σ]− [∂W ] (with standard orientations
coming from the domains). Hence we have

ddC [Σ+] = −dC [∂+Σ] + dC [∂W ].

Let ν : Σ → Z denote the locally constant, integer-valued function with the property that

ρ∗ (ν[∂W ]) = Γ.

Then
ddCρ∗

(
ν[Σ+]

)
= −dCρ∗

(
ν[∂+Σ]

)
+ dCΓ

def
= −dCΓ+ + dCΓ. (6.4)

We now define
T+ = T + ρ∗

(
ν[Σ+]

)

and note that by (6.3) we have

ddCT+ = −dCΓ+. (6.5)

Now in the open set Pn−Γ+, the current T+ is a positive (1,1)-current which is supported
in the analytic subvariety V + ≡ ρ(W+) ≡ ρ(Σ+ ∪ W ) and satisfies ddCT+ = 0. We note
that ρ : W+ → V + is just the normalization of V +. It follows from [HL3, Lemma 32] that
there is a harmonic function h : W → R+ so that

T+ = ρ∗(h[W+]) in Pn − Γ+.
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This function is evidently constant (= ν) in Σ+, and hence h is constant on every compo-
nent of W+. Thus T = ρ∗(h[W ]) is a positive holomorphic chain,

Now since supp dT ⊂ supp Γ and supp Γ is a regular curve, it follows from the Federer
Flat Support Theorem [F, 4.1.15] that dT is of the form dT =

∑
k ck[Γk] where the ck’s

are constants and the Γk’s are the oriented connected components of supp Γ. The current
Γ itself has the form Γ =

∑
k νk[Γk] for integers νk. Since ddCT = −dCΓ, we have

dC(dT − Γ) =
∑

(ck − νk)dC [Γk] = 0. It follow that ck = νk for all k, that is, dT = Γ as
claimed.REMARK 6.5. Theorem 6.1 remains true if one replaces the second statement with the
assumption that the closed projective hull {Γ̂}− of Γ is locally contained in a 1-dimensional

complex subvariety at each point of {Γ̂}− − Γ.

Theorem 6.1 can be restated in terms of the classical (affine) linking numbers.THEOREM 6.6. Let Γ ⊂ Cn ⊂ Pn be an oriented closed curve as in Theorem 6.1. Then
there exists a constant Λ0 so that the classical linking number

LinkCn(Γ, Z) ≥ −Λ0 degZ

for all algebraic hypersurfaces in Cn − Γ if and only if Γ is the boundary of a positive
holomorphic 1-chain T in Pn = Cn ∪ Pn−1 with (projective) mass

M(T ) ≤ Λ0 +
1

2

∫

Γ

dC log(1 + ‖z‖2)

Proof. This follows from Remark 3.6 and the fact that the projective Kähler form ω =
1
2ddC log(1 + ‖z‖2) in Cn.NOTE 6.7. The case Λ0 = 0 corresponds to the theorem of Alexander and Wermer [AW2]. A
proof of the full Alexander-Wermer Theorem (for C1-curves with no stability assumption)
in the spirit of the arguments above is given in [HL6].

Note that the current of least mass among those provided by Theorem 6.1 is uniquely
determined by Γ. All others differ from this one by adding a positive algebraic cycle.COROLLARY 6.8. Let Γ be as in Theorem 6.1 and suppose T is a positive holomorphic
1-chain with dT = Γ. Then T is the unique holomorphic chain of least mass with dT = Γ
if and only if

inf
Z

{
T • Z

degZ

}
= 0

where the infimum is taken over all algebraic hypersurfaces in the complement Pn − Γ.

Proof. Suppose infZ{T • Z/degZ} = c > 0. Then L̃inkP(Γ, Z) = T • Z/deg(Z)− T (ω) ≥
c− T (ω) for all positive divisors in Pn −Γ. Hence, by Theorem 6.1 there exists a positive
holomorphic chain T ′ with dT ′ = Γ and M(T ′) ≤ M(T ) − c.

On the other hand suppose that T is not the unique positive holomorphic chain T0

of least mass. Then T = T0 + W where W is a positive algebraic cycle, and one has
T • Z/degZ = T0 • Z/degZ + W • Z/degZ ≥ W • Z/degZ = degW .
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7. Theorems for General Projective Manifolds.

The results established above generalize from Pn to any projective manifold. Let X
be a compact complex manifold with a positive holomorphic line bundle λ. Fix a hermitian
metric on λ with curvature form ω > 0, and give X the Kähler metric associated to ω.
Let Γ be a closed curve with integral weights as in Theorem 6.1, and assume [Γ] = 0 in
H1(X ; Z).DEFINITION 7.1. Let Z = Div(σ) be the divisor of a holomorphic section σ ∈ H0(X,O(λℓ))
for some ℓ ≥ 1. If Z does not meet Γ, we can define the linking number and the reduced
linking number by

Linkλ(Γ, Z) ≡ N • Z − ℓ

∫

N

ω and L̃inkλ(Γ, Z) ≡
1

ℓ
Link(Γ, Z)

respectively, where N is any 2-chain in Z with dN = Γ and where the intersection pairing
• is defined as in (3.1) with Pn replaced by X .

To see that this is well-defined suppose that N ′ is another 2-chain with dN ′ = Γ.
Then (N −N ′)•Z−ℓ

∫
N−N ′

ω = (N −N ′)•(Z−ℓ[ω]) = 0 because Z−ℓω is cohomologous
to zero in X .DEFINITION 7.2. The winding number of a section σ ∈ H0(X,O(λℓ)) with ‖σ‖ > 0 on
Γ, is defined to be

Windλ(Γ, σ) ≡

∫

Γ

dC log‖σ‖.

The reduced winding number is

W̃indλ(Γ, σ) ≡
1

ℓ
Windλ(Γ, σ) =

∫

Γ

dC log‖σ‖
1

ℓ

From the Poincaré-Lelong equation

ddC log‖σ‖ = Div(σ) − ℓω (7.1)

we see that

Windλ(Γ, σ) = Linkλ(Γ, Div(σ)). (7.2)

From (7.1) we also see that log‖σ‖
1

ℓ belongs to the class PSHω(X) of quasi-plurisubharmonic
functions on X defined in 4.1.PROPOSITION 7.3. The following are equivalent:

(a) L̃inkλ(Γ, Z) ≥ −Λ for all divisors Z of holomorphic sections of λℓ, and all ℓ > 0.

(b) W̃indλ(Γ, σ) ≥ −Λ for all holomorphic sections σ of λℓ, and all ℓ > 0.

(c)
∫
Γ

dCu ≥ −Λ for all u ∈ PSHω(X).
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Proof. That (a) ⇔ (b) ⇒ (c) is clear. To see that (c) ⇒ (b) we use results of Demailly.
Fix u ∈ PSHω(X) and consider the positive closed (1,1)-current T ≡ ddCu+ω. Note that
[T ] = [ω] = c1(λ) ∈ H2(X ;Z). It follows from [D2] that T is the weak limit

T = lim
j→∞

1

Nj

Div(σj)

where σj ∈ H0(X,O(λℓj )) and Nj > 0. We can normalize this sequence by scalars so that
M( 1

Nj
Div(σj)) = M(T ) for all j. Set Ω = 1

(n−1)!ω
n−1. Then M(T ) = M( 1

Nj
Div(σj)) =

( 1
Nj

Div(σj), Ω) = 1
Nj

(ℓjω, Ω) =
ℓj

Nj
(ω, Ω) =

ℓj

Nj
M(T ). Therefore, ℓj = Nj for all j. Since

Div(σj) = ddC log‖σj‖ + ℓjω, we conclude that

ddCu = T − ω = lim
j→∞

{
ddC log‖σj‖

1

ℓj + ω

}
− ω = lim

j→∞
ddC log‖σj‖

1

ℓj .

The remainder of the argument replicates the one given for Proposition 5.3.

For a compact subset K ⊂ X the authors introduced the notion of the λ-hull K̂λ of
K and showed that K̂λ = K̂ for any embedding X →֒ PN by sections of some power of λ.
We shall say that K is λ-stable if K̂λ is compact.THEOREM 7.4. Let Γ =

∑M

a=1 mαΓα be an embedded, oriented, real analytic closed curve
with integer multiplicities in X , and assume Γ is λ-stable. Then there exists a positive
holomorphic 1-chain T in X with dT = Γ and M(T ) ≤ Λ if and only if any of the equivalent
conditions of Proposition 7.3 is satisfied.

Proof. If dT = Γ and M(T ) ≤ Λ, then (a) follows as in the proof of 5.4 above.

For the converse we recall from [HL5,(4.4)] that the hull K̂λ of a compact subset
K ⊂ X consists exactly of the points x where the extremal function

ΛK(x) ≡ sup{u(x) : u ∈ PSHω(X) and u ≤ 0 on X}

is finite. This enables one to directly carry through the arguments for Theorem 6.1 in this
case.

8. Relative holomorphic cycles.

Our main theorem 6.1 has a nice reinterpretation in terms of the Alexander-Lefschetz
duality pairing discussed in section 3.THEOREM 8.1. Let γ ⊂ Pn be a finite disjoint union of real analytic curves with γ sta-
ble. Then a class τ ∈ H2(P

n, γ;Z) is represented by a positive holomorphic chain with
boundary on γ if and only if

τ • u ≥ 0 (8.1)

for all u ∈ H2n−2(P
n − γ;Z) represented by positive algebraic hypersurfaces in Pn − γ.
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Proof. The implication ⇒ is clear from the positivity of complex intersections. For the
converse, consider the short exact sequence

0 −→ H2(P
n;Z) −→ H2(P

n, γ;Z)
δ

−→ H1(γ;Z) −→ 0.

Note that

δτ =
ℓ∑

k=1

mk
−→γ k ≡ Γ

where −→γ 1, ...,
−→γ ℓ are the connected components of γ with a chosen orientation and the

nk’s are integers which we can assume to be positive. We are assuming that (8.1) holds for
any positive algebraic class u. If Γ = 0, the desired conclusion is immediate, so we assume
that Γ 6= 0. Now let Z ⊂ Pn − γ be any positive algebraic hypersurface, and note that

0 ≤
τ • Z

degZ
=

τ • Z

degZ
− τ(ω) + τ(ω) = LinkP(Γ, Z) + τ(ω).

Therefore, by Theorem 6.1, there exists a positive holomorphic 1-chain T with dT = Γ and
M(T ) ≤ τ(ω). Note that δ([T ]− τ) = 0 and ([T ]− τ)(ω) ≥ 0. Hence, [T ]− τ is a positive
class in H2(P

n;Z) and is represented by a positive algebraic 1-cycle, say W . Therefore,
τ = [T + W ] is represented by a positive holomorphic chain as claimed.

This result leads to a nice duality between the cone in H2(P
n, γ;Z) of those classes

which are represented by positive holomorphic chains, and the cone in H2n−2(P
n − γ;Z)

of classes represented by positive algebraic hypersurfaces. This duality, in fact, extends to
more general projective manifolds. All this is discussed in detail in [HL8]
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